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SITUATED BETWEEN EVANS HEAD- LISMORE & CASINO
Without a doubt this would have to be the most productive and drought
proof farm on the North Coast of NSW considering its size and watering
capabilities.
The property consists of 132 acres of rich alluvial riverbank soils and is
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Price

$2,500,000

Property Type

Residential

Property ID

1115

currently producing fodder & hay, cereals plus it produces turf for many

Agent Details

north coast developments and subdivisions. This property also produces

Mike Smith - 0413 300 680

some of the best milk vealer's for local butchers in the area.
The improvements are second to none and they start with a 1900cc
renovated 4-bedroom timber homestead over-looking the Richmond River
with all the modern conveniences needed for a comfortable residence, an
inground 9m x 5m swimming pool, 2-bay garage plus a massive carport all
of which are surrounded by landscaped gardens and paths.
Other improvements include an office and workshop with an undercover
working bay, 2 large sheds used for hay and machinery storage, a steel set
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upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.

Production is the key to this fertile river bank property which is 99.9%
drought free and has the potential to irrigate every square inch, 365 days a
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Kyogle
90 Summerland Way Kyogle NSW
2474 Australia
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